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Abstract  This paper addresses the subject of optical fiber 
chromatic dispersion effect on the performance of an analog 
optical link using a highly nonlinear dual-drive electro-optic 
Mach-Zehnder modulator. A direct detection link model which 
emphasizes the modulator electronic drive, the dispersion 
characteristic of a linear optical fiber, and the modulator 
nonlinearities, is discussed. A frequency domain analytical 
model which yields a rather insightful large-signal analysis of 
the link performance for either double or single sideband analog 
optical modulation formats is presented. The model is illustrated 
by predicting the dependence of the performance of an optical 
fiber link with respect to the link length, and also shows the 
influence of the large modulation index value. Some preliminary 
results of numerical simulations for a link that comprises 
optoelectronic components for practical applications were also 
provided.  
 

Keywords  Analog optical fiber link, nonlinear dual-drive 
Mach-Zehnder modulator, optical fiber chromatic dispersion. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Due to the evidence that the microwave photonic 
technology will be playing a major role in global 
interconnectivity, many efforts have been direct toward 
researches and development on the field of optical fiber link. 
The microwave photonics technology focuses on generation, 
processing, control and transmission of radio-frequency (RF) 
signals by using photonic devices. A great deal of emphasis 
continues to be driven by military and commercial demands, 
which aim at performance on the subjects of photonic 
generation and processing of RF signals, microwave photonic 
filters, radio-over-fiber (RoF), antenna-remoting and 
beamforming, and so on [1]-[8]. 

The broadband and low loss offered by optical fiber 
communication led to interest in implementation and design 
of photonic assisted solutions for long-haul high-capacity 
communications systems. The majority of worldwide 
communications services as voice, data, video, and advanced 
internet applications are transported using optical fibers, 
forming an interconnected global optical network. The desire 
for high-capacity transported per fiber and low cost per 
information transmitted led to researches in optically 
networks with high spectral efficiencies. The demand for 
high-capacity and wide bandwidth increases at about 60% per 
year. Advanced optical modulation formats have become the 
key to the design of modern optical fiber communication 
systems [9]-[11]. 
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Analog photonic links have attracted significant interest 
in many applications, such as phased-array antennas, radar 
systems, wireless communications RoF access, broadband 
cable-television networks, electronic warfare, RF up-
conversion, etc. [12]-[20]. Nowadays, the use of large value 
of modulation index became attractive in instrumentation and 
waveform generation applications. The high-frequency 
characterization and the measure of modulation efficiency of 
an optical modulator have been proposed [21]. A high 
resolution and wideband optical vector network analyzer was 
demonstrated with single and double sideband optical 
modulators [22]-[23]. A triangular pulse generator was 
proposed based on photonic-assisted devices [24]. 

This paper is concerned with the effect of a highly 
nonlinear electro-optic modulator on the performance of an 
analog optical link by using a linear and dispersive optical 
fiber. An intensity modulation and direct detection (IM-DD) 
link model which emphasizes the external modulator 
electronic drive, the effect of dispersion characteristic of a 
standard single-mode linear optical fiber (SSMF), and the 
modulator nonlinearities, is discussed. The model enable the 
influence analysis for large values of RF modulation index, 
permits one to quickly retrieve a wide range of known results 
available on a rather ample literature, and reduced numerical 
simulation time. A frequency domain analytical model 
approach which yields a rather insightful analysis of the link 
performance is presented. The model is illustrated by 
predicting the dependence of the performance of an optical 
fiber link with respect to the link length. Some preliminary 
numerical simulations for a link which comprises 
optoelectronic components for practical application are given. 

This publication consists of four other sections. The 
statement of the problem, which comprises an overview of 
the optical link components, is given in the Section II. An 
analytical frequency domain model for a single RF tone 
analog fiber link is discussed in Section III. Numerical 
simulated results are presented and discussed in Section IV, 
and a few conclusions are presented in Section V. 
 

II.  STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
 

A simple block diagram of an optical fiber link is shown 
in Fig. 1, where different types of optical and optoelectronic 
components can be used to implement a modern optical fiber 
system [25]. The electrical signal is converted to optical 
signal (E/O conversion) by using direct or external 
modulation processes, and will be transported over the fiber 
link. At the receiver, a photodiode is used to convert the 
optical signal to electrical signal (O/E conversion). It should 
be pointed out that the optical intensity modulator and the 
square-law photodetector are nonlinear devices, in which 
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introduce RF distortions into the system. Also, the effect of 
fiber chromatic dispersion will limit the transmission distance 
in a long-haul optical link, as well the optical signal may 
experience fiber nonlinearities if the optical power is large to 
excite the nonlinear fiber effects. So, it is important to 
mitigate these impairments to improve the signal quality and 
system performance [26]. 
 

 
Fig. 1. A simple block diagram of an optical fiber link. 

 
This paper is focused on a typical schematic 

representation of the IM-DD link with a transmitter, an 
optical channel, and a receiver, as illustrated in Fig. 2(a). At 
the input side, a continuous wave from a distributed feedback 
single-mode laser diode (DFB-LD) generates a carrier at a 
desired optical wavelength, and a dual-drive integrated 
electro-optic Mach-Zehnder modulator (DD-MZM) imposes 
an analog RF signal on the optical carrier. This signal is 
applied to an optical fiber link and at its output a 
photodetector (PD) is employed to recover the analog RF 
signal from its optical carrier. In Fig. 2(b), the external 
electro-optic modulator electronic driver is emphasized. It is 
worthwhile to point out that the DD-MZM plays an important 
role in the link for it enables the wideband implementation of 
single (OSSB) and double sideband (ODSB) analog optical 
modulation formats. A great deal of such control may be 
achieved through the electronic driver, by choosing the phase 
shift (θ1) and the bias (θ2) of the applied electrical signals to 
the modulator electrodes. 

Assuming a balanced splitting ratio of the DD-MZM Y-
junctions, a rigorous analysis of the chromatic dispersion 
effect on the performance of an analog link was provided by 
[27], with expressions in an infinite series formats. Such 
drawback is overcome by means of an analytical model in 
closed-form expressions for the power at the PD output [28]. 
In these works, the small-signal condition was considered, 
i.e., small modulation index value. 

A DFB-LD generates an optical carrier at a desired 
wavelength/frequency with a complex output optical field 
given by [29] 
 

 ( ) ( ) [ ]ootj
oo etPtE φ+ωξ= 2  (1) 

 
where ωo is the mean optical frequency, ϕo is an arbitrary 
initial optical phase, Po(t) is the optical power, and ξ (Ω/m2) 
is a constant that depends on both the laser beam effective 
cross-section and the optical wave impedance. The present 
publication relies on the often used approach in the analysis 
of IM-DD optical links according to which the laser average 
power and its phase are time invariant [27],[28]. 

In Fig. 2(b) one should observe that the optical power 
delivered by the laser diode reaches the input Y-junction of 
the integrated z-cut LiNbO3 DD-MZM. Then, it is divided 
into two parts according to a splitting ratio, determined by the 
Y-junction power transmission coefficient (r1) [30]. The 
simplified view of an integrated DD-MZM is illustrated in 

Fig. 3, where (a) shows the top view in which the optical 
waveguides are properly positioned with respect to the RF 
modulation field pattern, and (b) shows the cross-section 
view [31],[32]. 
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Fig. 2. Overall architecture of the IM-DD analog optical fiber link, where (a) 
shows the transmitter, optical channel and receiver, and (b) presents the DD-

MZM electronic driver. 
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Fig. 3. Simplified integrated DD-MZM with a z-cut LiNbO3 substrate using 

an optical TM mode, where (a) is the top view showing the Y-junctions 
transmission coefficients, and (b) shows the cross-section view. 

 
After a MZM’s configuration is specified, its performance 

dependence on substrate orientation and electrodes geometry 
can be predicted through the variation of the optical phase 
factor by using a standard perturbation analysis. As a 
consequence of the electro-optic effect, a RF signal can be 
used to control the phase of the optical field associated with 
each optical power parcels as they propagates through the 
distinct arms of the DD-MZM. It is worthwhile to point out 
that in the configuration selected in Fig. 3 the optical guided 
mode has transverse magnetic (TM) polarization, since it 
enables the utilization of the strongest LiNbO3 electro-optic 
coefficient (r33). The RF signal, henceforth named 
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modulation signal, must generate an electric field having both 
a temporal and a spatial pattern adequately distribute in order 
to reach some key requirements performance, such as low RF 
power consumption and wide RF bandwidth [33],[34]. 

The optical phase variations introduced in the arms of the 
DD-MZM through linear electro-optic effect are given by 
 

 ( ) ( ) ( )1111 cos θ+ω=π=φ
π

tmtv
V

t RF  (2.a) 

 

 ( ) ( ) ( )tmtv
V

t RFω=π=φ
π

cos222  (2.b) 

 

 2θ=π=φ
π

bb V
V

 (2.c) 

 
where v1(t) and v2(t) are instantaneous values of the 
modulating signals applied to the lower and upper electrodes 
of DD-MZM, ωRF is the angular frequency of the RF signal, 
θ1 is the phase difference between the signals, θ2 is the phase 
variation due to the voltage bias (Vb) applied to the proper 
access, and Vπ is the DD-MZM half-wave switching voltage. 
The coefficients m1 and m2 are the modulation indexes due to 
their signals in the lower and upper arms. They are given, 
respectively, by 
 

 
π

π=
V

V
m 1

1  (3.a) 

 

 
π
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V

V
m 2

2  (3.b) 

 
where V1 and V2 are the amplitudes of RF signals in lower 
and upper arms of DD-MZM. It can be shown that the optical 
electrical field at the output of the DD-MZM has the 
following complex form, taking into account the output Y-
junction power transmission coefficient (r2) and based on it 
having a 50/50 splitting ratio 
 

 ( ) ∑
+∞

−∞=

ωω=
n

tjn
n

tjo
MZM

RFo eae
E

tE
2

 (4) 

 
where 
 

 ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]21
21 mJemJja n

nj
n

n
n += θ+θ  (5) 

 
Eo=√(2ξPo), and Jn(.) is the first kind Bessel’s function with 
order n. It should be pointed out that (4) applies to DD-MZM 
with arbitrary modulation signals. It is readily seen that the 
optical field at the DD-MZM output indeed consists of an 
infinite series of optical spectral components, i.e., an optical 
carrier component at ωo, and an infinite number of sidebands 
with frequencies ω = ωo + nωRF and amplitude an. 

A small-signal analysis which enables one to identify the 
requirement that should be satisfied by the DD-MZM drive 
electronics in order to obtain specific analog optical 
modulation formats was performed in [35]. For example, 
OSSB and ODSB can be obtained when the pair of 
parameters (θ1,θ2) obeys the following constraint (π/2,π/2) 

and (π,π/2), respectively. The DD-MZM output spectrums for 
the ODSB and OSSB situations are illustrated in Fig. 4, with 
the RF harmonic order (n) varying from –3 to +3. In Fig. 
4(a), all these sidebands are presented and this case refers to 
ODSB modulation. In Fig. 4(b), we observe that the ideal 
OSSB modulation is achieve if the modulation index is low, 
i.e., in the small-signal condition. In this illustration, there are 
presented the ±2 and +3 sidebands beyond the fundamental 
component (–1), which can introduce measurement error in 
the detected signal at PD due to the spectral components beat 
by the –2 and –1, +2 and +3. As the larger the modulation 
index is, the measurement error increases [36]. 
 

 

 
Fig. 4. The DD-MZM output spectrums for the (a) ODSB (π,π/2) and (b) 

OSSB (π/2,π/2) analog optical modulations, where the RF harmonic order n 
varies from –3 to +3. 

 
The optical signal at the output of the modulator feeds a 

spool of a linear SSMF. For instance, in the fiber modeling, a 
fused silica glass SSMF operating at 1550nm wavelength is 
considered to be linear with constant loss α(ω) (dB/km), 
whereas the phase factor β(ω) (rad/m) exhibits dependence 
with respect to the frequency deviation and chromatic 
dispersion. The optical field signal is affected by the 
attenuation and the phase factors after propagates through an 
optical fiber with length L. In the model of optical fiber 
propagation characteristics, one should bear in mind the 
presence of some phenomena in the fiber channel, which are 
different in nature, occur simultaneously, and influence each 
other, namely: noise, filtering, nonlinear effects, and 
polarization mode dispersion. These effects impose 
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limitations on the performance in modern optical 
transmission systems [9],[37]. This publication is concerned 
with the filtering phenomenon which stems from the fiber’s 
chromatic dispersion, including waveguide and material [10]. 

All the optical signal spectral components will propagate 
through the optical fiber with different velocities, and the 
phase of each component will be changed by chromatic 
dispersion. The optical fiber phase factor could be expanded 
in a Taylor series around the carrier frequency ωo. Taking 
into account the linear nature of the fiber and bearing in mind 
the spectral composition of the optical field at the output of 
the DD-MZM, the phase factor has optical spectral 
components with frequencies deviations equals to ω = ωo + 
nωRF. The interesting is on β2(ωo) coefficient related to the 
fiber chromatic dispersion parameter D(λ), the optical carrier 
wavelength (λ0), and the speed of light (c) in vacuum, 
according to [38] 
 

 ( ) ( )
c

D
o π

λλ−=ωβ
2

2
0

2  (6) 

 
The expression obtained for the output electrical field 

after propagation through a fiber with length L is given by 
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2
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At the output end of the SSMF, a square-law PD 

transforms the photon stream into an electric current. 
Introducing the concept of PD responsivity, it can be shown 
that the electrical photocurrent is proportional to the incident 
average optical power, hence it is also to the magnitude of the 
optical Poynting vector. By assuming a uniform power 
distribution over the fiber cross-section, the time dependent 
electric current is 
 

 ( ) ( ) ( )
ξ

ℜ=
∗

2

tEtE
ti ff  (8) 

 
where ℜ  is the PD responsivity, ξ (Ω/m2) is a constant that 
depends on both the fiber effective cross-section and the 
optical wave impedance, and Ef(t) is the optical electrical 
field at the fiber link output according to Fig. 2(a). Equation 
(8) reveals that by applying the fiber output signal to the PD, 
beating signals between the optical spectral components will 
generate harmonics of the original radio-frequency (RF) 
modulating signal. 
 

III.  FREQUENCY DOMAIN APPROACH 
 

In order to develop the frequency domain analysis, it 
might be possible to benefit from standard techniques 
developed for frequency domain analysis of a linear system 
[28],[39]. Once more, we remember the linear characteristics 
of the optical fiber and the propagation of the optical field 
along a linear standard single-mode fiber (SSMF). First, we 
took the Fourier’s transform of (7) and we obtain the output 
electrical field in the frequency domain after propagation 
through a fiber with length L as 
 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
∑
+∞

−∞=

ωβω
α−

ω−ωδπ=ω
n

Lnj

RFno
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f

oRF
dB
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2

2

2

1
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where δ represents the Dirac’s delta function, and α is the 
fiber attenuation factor (dB/km). To detect the electric current 
at PD output, we must be able to use a model to predict 
dependence on frequency of such current. To this aim, we 
remember that the convolution theorem can be applied to 
rewrite the time domain expression of the PD current in the 
frequency domain as 
 

 ( ) ( ) ( )
πξ

ω∗ω
ℜ=ω

∗

4

,,
,

LELE
LI ff  (10) 

 
Then, by applying the Graf’s addition theorem for 

Bessel’s functions [40], we obtained the expression for the 
detected electric current in the frequency domain, under the 
conditions that the modulation indexes are equal (m1 = m2 = 
m) and n = N + k [41]: 
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where 
 

 ( )LN oRF ωβω=φ 2
2  (12) 

 
Equation (11) is an exact closed-form expression and was 

obtained without introducing any approximation, which also 
includes a few parameters such as the fiber attenuation and 
chromatic dispersion, PD responsivity, laser output power, 
and RF modulation index. The exact analytical formulation 
presented in this paper is in agreement with experimental 
results for ODSB push-pull and single-arm, and OSSB 
analog modulations formats, in which the expressions are in 
infinite series format [42]. 

Furthermore, (7) and (11) enables one to retrieve previous 
publications and it is in perfect agreement with many authors 
[27],[28]. The modeling of analog optical fiber link is 
synthesized by (11), it enables the frequency domain analysis 
of how the optical fiber chromatic dispersion affects the link 
performance which employs a nonlinear DD-MZM. The ϕ 
parameter given in (12) takes into account the RF harmonic 
order, chromatic dispersion, and fiber length. 

The modulation index (m) is related to signal power and 
impedance of the RF source, and to the DD-MZM input 
impedance. The RF power delivered to the load is related to 
PD output impedance [43]. The link performance can be 
evaluated in terms of the RF output average power delivered 
to a load (RL) as 
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 ( ) ( ) LRFRFR RLNILNP
L

2
,

2

1
, ω=ω  (13) 

 
IV.  NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
The numerical simulations were developed by using 

components with parameters specified in Table I. To validate 
our model, we developed our simulations with the same link 
parameters used in [28], and they were presented in [35]. 

Figure 5(a) shows the normalized RF fundamental power 
for 10GHz frequency in function of fiber length, for both 
exact and small-signal approaches, with ODSB modulation, 
(θ1,θ2) = (π,π/2), and with modulation index (m) equal to 0.1. 
It is observed that by using small value for the modulation 
index, the two modeling are in agreement. The fiber length in 
which the RF power is minimum is about 36km, and it has a 
periodic variation as presented in [41]. However, if the 
modulation index increases, i.e., large-signal condition, the 
small-signal approximation moves away from the exact 
analysis, as Fig. 5(b). In this case, we use m = 1.916, related 
to the first root (3.832) of the J1(.) Bessel function. New 
minimum points for the RF power will appear, in which the 
fiber length is about 0km and 73km. It can be seen that the 
increases in a RF power do not improve the link performance. 
 

 

 
Fig. 5. Detected RF fundamental (N = 1) to DC power versus fiber length for 
the ODSB modulation (θ1,θ2) = (π,π/2), where (a) uses a small modulation 
index value (m = 0.1), and (b) a large value (m = 1.916). The RF is 10GHz. 

 
Figure 6(a) shows the normalized RF fundamental 

(10GHz) power in function of fiber length, for both exact and 

small-signal approaches, using the OSSB modulation, (θ1,θ2) 
= (π/2,π/2), with m = 0.1. The link exhibits the special feature 
of RF fundamental power displaying very low sensitivity 
with respect to fiber chromatic dispersion. In this case, the 
two modeling are in agreement. However, if the modulation 
index is m = 1.916 (large-signal condition), a minimum point 
at about 36km for the detected RF power will appear, as in 
Fig. 6(b). This occurs because the ideal OSSB modulation is 
not achieved due to the influence of the others sidebands that 
compose the DD-MZM output spectrum (Fig. 4(b)). 
 

TABLE I. TYPICAL VALUES OF PARAMETERS USED IN THE SIMULATION. 
Parameter description Symbol Value 

RF load impedance ZL 50Ω 
Laser optical power Po 1mW 
Laser wavelength λ0 1.55µm 

SSMF attenuation [44] αdB 0.2dB/km 
SSMF chromatic dispersion [44] D 17ps/nm.km 

Speed of light in vacuum c 3x108m/s 
PD responsivity [45] ℜ  0.75A/W 

 

 

 
Fig. 6. Detected RF fundamental (N = 1) to DC power versus fiber length for 
the OSSB modulation (θ1,θ2) = (π/2,π/2), where (a) uses a small modulation 
index value (m = 0.1), and (b) a large value (m = 1.916). The RF is 10GHz. 

 
V. FINAL COMMENTS 

 
This publication presented a very comprehensive 

frequency domain analytical model which enables the 
analysis of fiber chromatic dispersion effect and the influence 
of large modulation index in the performance of an IM-DD 
analog optical fiber link. The model besides relaying on 
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parameters that suits experimental researchers, also allows 
one to retrieve important results widely available in literature, 
and will be very helpful for the system design. By using some 
optoelectronic components and devices, we performed 
numerical simulations that yielded results which seem to be 
of practical interest. The authors are working towards 
designing, implementing, and characterizing optical fiber link 
based on the model developed. 
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